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Abstract 

In convention, to consensus has been discussed variously. The way of fault masking is commonly used to reach 

consensus. But, reaching consensus is not enough in a high reliability application. Therefore, in this study, the fault 

diagnosis agreement is visited. The proposed protocol does not only reach an agreement for healthy processors but also 

detect and locate the faulty components in a synchronous unreliable network. We also enlarge the fault tolerance capability 

by allowing both dormant faults and malicious faults exist in a network. That is, the proposed protocol can tolerate, detect 

and locate the maximum number of faulty components with the dual failure mode to solve the consensus problem and fault 

diagnosis agreement problem in a synchronous distributed environment by minimum number of rounds of message 

exchange. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Reaching a common agreement in the presence of faults is one of the most important problems in 

designing a reliable communication system. With the common agreement, some applications can be 

achieved. The examples are the landing tasks controlled by a flight path finding system [1] [18] , the 

clock synchronization problem [2] , the transaction commit problem [5] and the whereabouts of a 

replicated file in a distributed environment [8] . Such an agreement problem was first studied by Pease, 

Shostak and Lamport, called the Byzantine Agreement (BA) [10] [13] . In the BA problem, there is an 

initial value needs to be set in a commander processor before reaching a common value among healthy 

processors.  
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Another related sub-problem is called the consensus problem [7] . In the consensus problem, each 

processor, which has its own initial value, has to communicate with all the other processors to reach a 

common value among the healthy processors. The protocols designed to deal with the consensus problem 

should meet the following constraints: 

(Consensus): All the healthy processors agree on the common value. 

(Validity): If there exists a common initial value vi, among All the processors, then all the 

healthy processors must agree on vi. 

However, most previous protocols for solving the BA or consensus problem are fault-masking 

protocols [1-8] [10-11] [13] [15-16] [18] [20] [22-24]. Consequently, in a highly reliable fault tolerant 

distributed system, we need to visit another related problem called Fault Diagnosis Agreement (FDA) 

[19] . The goal of solving the FDA problem is to make each healthy processor able to detect and locate 

the faulty components in the distributed system. The protocols designed to solve the FDA problem should 

meet the following requirements: 

(Agreement): All the healthy processors identify the common set of faulty components in the 

process of reaching consensus. 

(Fairness): No healthy component is falsely detected as faulty by any healthy processor. 

 

Most of the previous results in BA [1] [3-4] [6] [10-11] [13] [15] , consensus [2] [7] and FDA 

problem [14] [17] [19] are based on the assumptions that faulty components are processors only and the 

communication media of the underlying network are assumed to be fault-free. Based on such assumptions, 

a communication medium fault is treated as a processor fault regardless of the validity of the innocent 

processors mistakenly taken for faulty ones; hence, the misjudged innocent processors will then be 

excluded from the consensus. In other words, such unreasonable assumptions contradict the definition of 

the consensus problem, which stipulates that all healthy processors should reach a common value in the 

consensus.  

Another not-so-reasonable assumption is that the failure type of the faulty components is malicious 

only [1-2][4] [6-7] [10] [13-14][17-20] [23] [22] . Actually, the symptoms of a faulty component can be 

classified into two categories. They can be either dormant faults (include crashes and stuck-at) or 

malicious faults [11] [15] . The dormant faults include crashes and stuck-at. A crash fault happens when a 

component is broken, a stuck-at fault happens when the messages received from some component are 

always a constant value. In the synchronous system, each healthy processor can detect the components 

with dormant faults if the protocol appropriately encodes a message before transmission by using the 

Manchester code [9] . The detail descriptions of Manchester encoding are shown in Appendix A. In case 
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of a malicious fault, the behavior of the faulty component is unpredictable and arbitrary. For example, the 

behavior of a faulty component with the malicious, may lie, lose or mangle messages. Therefore, this is 

the most damaging failure type and causes the worst problem. The dual failure mode is one where both 

dormant faults and malicious faults are allowed to happen to the faulty components in the network. 

However, as we have just pointed out, the failure type of a faulty component can be either dormant or 

malicious [11] [15] . Therefore, concentrating upon malicious faults only will make BA, consensus, or 

FDA protocol not able to handle the maximum number of faulty components when faulty components 

with dormant faults exist in the system. Therefore, if we can solve the consensus problem and FDA 

problem with the dual failure mode, then our new protocol must be more powerful and practical. 

Resembling the investigation of Yan and Chin [23] and Yan, Wang and Chin [24] , these studies 

consider a synchronous distributed system whose processors are reliable during the protocol execution; 

meanwhile, some faults, crash, stuck-at, noise or an intruder may interfere with message transmission. We 

shall propose a new method to tolerate/detect/locate the faulty communication media at the cost of a 

minimum number of rounds of message exchange, where the common term “round” [20] is used to 

denote each interval of exchanging messages. That is, the proposed protocol can tolerate/detect/locate d 

dormant faults and m malicious faults which exist simultaneously in an n-processor Fully Connected 

Network (FCN) and reach a consensus by minimum number of rounds of message exchange, where m ≤ 

(n-d-3)/2 and n is the number of processors in the network. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall provide the detailed descriptions 

of the proposed protocol Dual Fault Detection Consensus (DFDC) . In Section 3, we shall give an 

example of executing DFDC. Then, in Section 4 we shall analyze the correctness of DFDC. Finally, the 

conclusion will be in Section 5. 

 

2. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

The proposed protocol, Dual Fault Detection Consensus (DFDC), can solve the consensus problem 

and FDA problem with dual failure mode in an FCN. The assumptions and parameters of our protocol to 

solve the FDA problem in an FCN are as follows: 

 

� Each processor in the network can be identified as unique. 

� Let N be the set of all processors in the network and ∣N∣= n. 

� The processors of the underlying network are assumed to be fault-free. 

� The fallible component of the underlying network is communication media only. 

� Let m be the maximum number of malicious faulty communication media allowed. 
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� Let d be the maximum number of dormant faulty communication media allowed. 

� Let c be the lower bound of connectivity of the FCN, where c= n-1, and m ≤ (n-c-2)/2. 

 

That is, DFDC can tolerate d dormant faults and m malicious faults simultaneously in the network, 

where m ≤ (n-d-3)/2, if the processors always work accurately and communication media are fallible. 

DFDC needs two rounds of message exchange to reach the consensus, and only one additional round (the 

third round of message exchange) is needed to detect and locate the faulty components.  

There are three phases in DFDC, which are the message exchange phase, the decision making phase, 

and the fault detection phase. 

In the message exchange phase, the processors exchange messages to get enough information. In the 

first round, each processor Pi transmits its initial value vi through the communication media, where 1≤ i ≤ 

n, and receives the initial value vj from every processor Pj, for 1≤ j ≤ n. Then, the processor Pi constructs 

the vector Vi = [v1, v2,…, vj,…, vn]. If a dormant communication medium, say ik, is found, then vk in the 

vector Vi is replaced with λ, where 1≤ k ≤ n. In the second round, each processor Pi transmits a vector Vi 

to the other processors, where 1≤ i ≤ n, and then it receives the vectors transmitted by all the other 

processors and constructs MATi, (Setting the vector Vj in column j, for 1≤ j ≤ n.) If a dormant 

communication medium, say ik, is found, then Vk = [λ, …, λ, …, λ ], where 1≤ k ≤ n. In the third round, 

each processor Pi transmits MATi to all the other processors and then receives the matrices transmitted by 

the other processors to construct FDMATi (Setting the matrix MATj in j-th layer of FDMATi, for 1 ≤ j ≤ 

n.). If a dormant communication medium, say ik, is found, then all the values of the k-th layer of FDMATi 

is set to be λ, where 1≤ k ≤ n . 

In the decision making phase, each processor Pi eliminates all the λ’s in MATi to lessen the influence 

of faulty behaviors, where 1≤ i ≤ n. Then, it takes the majority value in each k-th row of MATi to be MAJk, 

for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. If MAJk does not exist, then MAJk = ¬vki. Finally, the common value will be the majority 

value of MAJk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. If the majority value does not exist, then the common value will be the 

default value ∅. 

In the fault detection phase, each processor Pi takes the majority value from each j-th layer of the 

same position value in the FDMATi to construct T_FDMATi, for 1≤ j ≤ n and 1≤ i ≤ n. The value ℜab is 

the value at row a and column b in the T_FDMATi. Then, each processor Pi searches each value ℜab 

through T_FDMATi. If the value ℜab in T_FDMATi is λ, then the communication medium between 

processor Pa and processor Pb is in dormant fault, where 1 ≤ a,b ≤ n. Then, detects malicious faulty 

communication media by eliminating all the λ’s in the T_FDMATi to compare each value in the same row, 

if the value ℜab in T_FDMATi is not the most common value in the row a, then the communication 
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medium between processor Pa and processor Pb is in malicious fault. The proposed protocol DFDC is 

defined in Figure 1. 

 

3. AN EXAMPLE OF EXECUTING DFDC 

Here is an example of executing DFDC. An FCN is shown in Figure 2(a). There are five processors 

in this FCN. The malicious faulty communication medium is between processor P1 and processor P4. The 

dormant faulty communication medium is between processor P1 and processor P5.  

The initial values of the processors are illustrated in Figure 2(b). In the messages exchange phase, 

each processor Pi transmits its initial value vi to all the other processors through the communication media 

in the first round, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The messages received by processor P1, processor P2, processor P3, 

processor P4, processor P5 and processor P6 in the first round are illustrated in Figure 2(c). In the second 

round, each processor does the same thing to construct the matrix MATi in Figure 2(d). In the third round, 

each processor Pi transmits its MATi to all the other processors through the communication media, where 

1 ≤ i ≤ n, to construct FDMATi (as shown in Figure 3(a)). In the decision making phase, each healthy 

processor reach the same agreement value “0” by step 1, step 2 and step 3 in Figure 2(d). 

In the fault detection phase, each processor uses the messages from the third round to construct 

T_FDMATi as shown in Figure 3(b), 4(b), 5(b), 6(b) and 7(b). By step2 in the fault detection phase, we 

can detect and locate the dormant faulty communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5. 

By step 3 in the fault detection phase, we can detect the malicious faulty communication medium, which 

between processor P1 and processor P4 as shown in Figure 3(c), Figure 4(c), Figure 5(c), Figure 6(c) and 

Figure 7(c). 
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Figure 1. Protocol DFDC 

 

Protocol DFDC (For processor Pi with initial value vi,1≤ i ≤ n)  

Message Exchange Phase: 

Round 1: Transmit vi to all the other processors and receive the initial value vj  from processor Pj, for 1≤ 

j ≤ n. Then, construct the vector Vi = [v1, v2,…, vj,…, vn], 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If a dormant communication 

medium, say ik, was found, then vk = λ. 

Round 2: Transmit Vi, and then receive the vectors transmitted by the other processors and construct 

MATi, (Setting the vector Vj in column j, for 1≤ j ≤ n. If a dormant communication medium, 

say ik, was found, then Vk = [λ, …, λ, …, λ ]). 

Round 3: Transmit MATi and then receive the matrices transmitted by the other processors and construct 

FDMATi. (Setting the matrix MATj in the j-th layer of FDMATi, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n). If a dormant 

communication medium, say ik, was found, then all the values of the k-th layer of FDMATi are 

set to be λ. 

Decision Making Phase: 

Step 1: Eliminate all the λ’s in MATi to lessen the influence of dormant faulty behaviors, and take the 

majority value in each k-th row of MATi to be MAJk, for 1≤k≤ n 

Step 2: If MAJk does not exist, then MAJk = ¬vki, 

Step 3: DECi =majority value; if no majority value exits then DECi = default value ∅. 

Fault Detection Phase: 

Step 1: Create the T_FDMATi 

Taking the majority value from each j-th layer of the same position value in the FDMATi to 

construct T_FDMATi. 

The value ℜab is the value at row a and column b in the T_FDMATi. 

 

* If the majority value of ℜab does not exist in the T_FDMATi, then the majority value = ¬ ℜab 

in the j–th layer of FDMATi, (if i=a, then j=b) (if j=a and i =b). 

Step 2: Detect/Locate the dormant faulty communication media 

 Search each value ℜab through T_FDMATi. If the value ℜab in T_FDMATi is λ then the 

communication medium between processor Pa and processor Pb is in dormant fault. 

Step 3: Detect/Locate the malicious faulty communication media 

 Eliminate all the λ’s in the T_FDMATi to compare each value in the same row, if the value ℜab 

in T_FDMATi is not the most common value in the row a, then the communication medium 

between processor Pa and processor Pb is in malicious fault. 
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: healthy communication medium 

: dormant communication medium
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P
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P
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P
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P
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: malicious communication medium

 

(a) An Example of five-processor FCN 

 

   V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 

 V1 0 0 0 0 1 λ 

 V2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 V3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 V4 1 0 1 1 1 1 

 V5 1 λ 1 1 1 1 

(b) Initial 

   value 

(c) Vectors received after 

the first round 
 

 

 

0 

0 

0 

1  

 

 

MAT1 = 

 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 1 1 0 λ 

λ 1 1 0 λ 
 

 

Processor 

P1’s MAJk 

1≤ k ≤ 5 

1 
 

0 

0 

0 

1  

 

 

MATi = 

i =2,3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

 

Processor 

Pi’s MAJk 

1≤ k ≤ 5 

i =2,3 1 
 

 

 

0 

0 

0 

1  

 

 

MAT4 = 

 

0 0 0 1 λ 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 
 

 

Processor 

P4’s MAJ k 

1≤ k ≤ 5 

1 
 

0 

0 

0 

1 

 

 

MAT5= 

 

λ 0 0 1 λ 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

 

Processor 

P5’s MAJk 

1≤ k ≤ 5 

1 
 

 

(d) The messages received in the second round by each processor 

 

By Step 1,2,3 in the decision making phase, DECi = majority value of {0,0,0,1,1} = 0; where 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. 

Figure 2. An example of reaching agreement 
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MAT from 

processor P1 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 1 1 0 λ 

λ 1 1 0 λ 
 

1-st layer of FDMAT1 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

2-nd layer of FDMAT1 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

3-rd layer of FDMAT1 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P4 

1 1 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 
 

4-th layer of FDMAT1 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P5 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 
 

5-th layer of FDMAT1 

There are 5 layers in the FDMAT1 

(a) The FDMAT1 of processor P1 

 

Construct the T_FDMAT1  

                                              ¬ ℜ14  

 

 

Taking majority value of each  

layer of FDMAT1 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
  

ℜ jk for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ 5 

By Step 1 in the fault detection phase, the majority value of ℜ14 in the T_FDMAT1 does not exist, then the 

majority value of ℜ14 in the T_FDMAT1= ¬ ℜ14 in the 4–th layer of FDMAT1 = 1 

(b) The T_FDMAT1 of processor P1 

By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5 is in 

dormant fault. 

By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P4 is in 

malicious fault. 

(c) The fault detection phase of processor P1 

Figure 3. An example of fault detection phase with processor P1 
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MAT from 

processor P1 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 1 1 1 λ 

1 1 1 0 λ 
 

1-st layer of FDMAT2 

 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

2-nd layer of FDMAT2 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

3-rd layer of FDMAT2 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P4 

0 0 0 1 λ 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 
 

4-th layer of FDMAT2 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P5 

λ 0 0 1 λ 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

5-th layer of FDMAT2 

There are 5 layers in the FDMAT2 

(a) The FDMAT2 of processor P2 

 

Construct the T_FDMAT2 

 

 

 

Taking majority value of each  

layer of FDMAT2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
  

ℜ jk for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ 5 

(b) The T_FDMAT2 of processor P2 

By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5 is in 

dormant fault. 

By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P4 is in 

malicious fault. 

(c) The fault detection phase of processor P2 

Figure 4. An example of fault detection phase with processor P2 
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MAT from 

processor P1 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 λ 

0 1 1 1 λ 

1 1 1 0 λ 
 

1-st layer of FDMAT3 

 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

2-nd layer of FDMAT3 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

3-rd layer of FDMAT3 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P4 

0 0 0 1 λ 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 
 

4-th layer of FDMAT3 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P5 

λ 0 0 1 λ 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

5-th layer of FDMAT3 

There are 5 layers in the FDMAT3 

(a) The FDMAT3 of processor P3 

 

Construct the T_FDMAT3 

 

 

 

Taking majority value of each  

layer of FDMAT3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
  

ℜ jk for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ 5 

(b) The T_FDMAT3 of processor P3 

By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5 is in 

dormant fault. 

By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P4 is in 

malicious fault. 

(c) The fault detection phase of processor P3 

Figure 5. An example of fault detection phase with processor P3 
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MAT from 

processor P1 

0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 
 

1-st layer of FDMAT4 

 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

2-nd layer of FDMAT4 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

3-rd layer of FDMAT4 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P4 

0 0 0 1 λ 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 
 

4-th layer of FDMAT4 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P5 

λ 0 0 1 λ 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

5-th layer of FDMAT4 

There are 5 layers in the FDMAT4 

(e) The FDMAT4 of processor P4 

 

Construct the T_FDMAT4 

 

 

 

Taking majority value of each  

layer of FDMAT2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
  

ℜ jk for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ 5 

(f) The T_FDMAT4 of processor P4 

 

By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5 is in 

dormant fault. 

By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P4 is in 

malicious fault. 

(c) The fault detection phase of processor P4 

Figure 6. An example of fault detection phase with processor P4 
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MAT from 

processor P1 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 

λ λ λ λ λ 
 

1-st layer of FDMAT5 

 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P2 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

2-nd layer of FDMAT5 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P3 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

3-rd layer of FDMAT5 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P4 

0 0 0 1 λ 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 
 

4-th layer of FDMAT5 

 

 

MAT from 

processor P5 

λ 0 0 1 λ 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 0 0 0 0 

λ 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
 

5-th layer of FDMAT5 

There are 5 layers in the FDMAT5 

(e) The T_FDMAT5 of processor P5 

 

Construct the T_FDMAT5 

 

 

 

Taking majority value of each  

layer of FDMAT5 

0 0 0 1 λ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

λ 1 1 1 1 
  

ℜ jk for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ 5 

(f) The T_FDMAT5 of processor P5 

 

By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P5 is in 

dormant fault. 

By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, communication medium between processor P1 and processor P4 is in 

malicious fault. 

(c) The fault detection phase of processor P5 

Figure 7. An example of fault detection phase with processor P5 
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4. THE CORRECTNESS OF DFDC 

The following lemmas and theorems are used to prove the correctness and complexity of DFDC.  

 

Lemma 1: Let the initial value of processor Pi be vi and communication medium between 

processor Pi and processor Pj is healthy or dormant. Then, the majority value at the 

i-th row in MATj should be vi. 

Proof: Case 1: In case of communication medium ij is healthy, then processor Pj will receive vi 

from processor Pi in the first round, and vij = vi in MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi 

of processor Pi is broadcast to the other processors. There are at most (n-d-3)/2 

malicious faulty communication media in the system. In the second round, 

processor Pj receives at least (n-d-1) - (n-d-3)/2 = (n-d+1)/2 vi's in the i-th 

row of MATj , where d represents the number of λ’s eliminated during the voting 

for a majority. Hence, at least (n-d+1)/2 vi's are in the i-th row, and the 

majority value in the i-th row should equal to vi.  

Case 2: In case of communication medium ij is dormant fault; the connectivity “c” is 

either even or odd. 

Case 2-1: Suppose communication medium ij is dormant and c is an even number. 

Processor Pj receives λ from processor Pi in the first round, and vij = λ in 

MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of processor Pi is broadcast to the other 

processors. There are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty communication 

media and d dormant communication media in the system. After the 

second round, processor Pj receives at least (d+1) λ's and at least n-(d+1) - 

(n-d-3)/2 = (n-d+1)/2 vi’s in the i-th row of MATj, where d denotes the 

number of λ’s eliminated during the voting for a majority. Hence, there are 

n-(d+1) non-λ's and at least (n-d+1)/2 (If n-1 is even then the majority 

required must be larger than [n-1-(d+1)+2]/2 = (n-d)/2) vi's in the i-th 

row. Therefore, the majority value in the i-th row should equal to vi.  

Case 2-2: Assume communication medium ij is dormant and c is an odd number. 

Processor Pj receives λ from processor Pi in the first round, and vij = λ in 

MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of processor Pi is broadcasted to the other 

processors. There are at most (n-d-3)/2 -1 malicious faulty 

communication media and d dormant communication media in the system 

if d ≥ 1 and c is odd. After the second round, processor Pj receives at least 
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(d+1) λ's and at least n-(d+1) - [(n-d-3)/2 -1] = (n-d+1)/2 +1 vi's in the 

i-th row of MATj, where d represents the number of λ’s eliminated during 

the voting for a majority. Hence, there are n-(d+1) non-λ's and at least 

(n-d+1)/2 +1 (larger than [n-1-(d+1)+2]/2 = (n-d)/2 the majority 

required when n-1 is odd) vi's in the i-th row. Therefore, the majority value 

in the i-th row should equal to vi. � 

 

Lemma 2: If the initial value of processor Pi is vi, then the majority value at the i-th row of 

MATj, 1≤≤≤≤ i,j ≤≤≤≤ n, should either be vi or cannot be determined with vij = ∅ regardless 

of the health condition of communication medium ij. 

Proof: By Lemma 1, when communication medium ij is healthy or dormant, the majority value 

of the i-th row in processor Pj is vi, for 1≤ i,j ≤ n. When communication medium ij is 

under the influence of malicious fault, we consider the following two cases after running 

the first round. 

Case 1: vij = vi 

Since there are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty communication media connected 

to processor Pj, at most (n-d-3)/2 values may be ¬vi in the second round. The 

number of vi’s is [(n-d)-(n-d-3)/2] = (n-d+3)/2 in the i-th row, where d denotes the 

number of λ's which is eliminated during the voting for a majority. Therefore, the 

majority of the i-th row in MATj is vi. 

Case 2: vij =¬vi  

There are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty communication media. Therefore, in 

the second round, the total number of ¬vi’s does not exceed (n-d-3)/2 +1 = 

(n-d-1)/2, and the number of vi’s is at least (n-d-1)- (n-d+1)/2 = (n-d-1)/2. If 

n-d-1 is an even number, then (n-d-1)/2 = (n-d-1)/2, and the majority of the i-th 

row in MATj cannot be determined. If n-d-1 is an odd number, then (n-d-1)/2 > 

(n-d-1)/2. Hence, the majority of the i-th row in MATj is vi. � 

 

Corollary 1: For all the healthy processors, the value MAJi should be equal to the initial value of 

processor Pi respectively for all i if m ≤≤≤≤ (n-d-3)/2. 

Proof: By Lemma 2, if the initial value of processor Pi is vi, then the majority value MAJi is the 

majority value in (vi1, vi2,…, , vin) at the i-th row of MATi, 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n, which is always vi 

regardless of the health condition of communication medium ij. Corollary 1 is proved. � 
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Corollary 2: For all the healthy processors, the value ℜjk at row j of T_FDMAT should be equal 

to the value vj received from processor Pk after the first round of message exchange, 

for 1 ≤≤≤≤ j,k ≤≤≤≤ n if m ≤≤≤≤ (n-d-3)/2. 

Proof: By Corollary 1, every processor Pi uses a value vi to start the protocol and to make the 

value MAJi equal to the initial value vi of processor Pi respectively for all i. The initial 

value is the value before the first round. In the second round, each processor uses n 

values v1, v2, v…, vn to initiate the protocol simultaneously. That means the second round 

can be regarded of as n times of running the first round of message exchange, and the 

initial value v for each processor is replaced by v1, v2,…, , vn respectively. For the same 

reasons as Corollary 1, the values of ℜjk at row j of T_FDMAT should be equal to the 

value vj which is received from all processors Pk respectively for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ n if m ≤ 

(n-d-3)/2.� 

 

Theorem 1: In the decision making phase where the consensus is reached, the protocol DFDC 

can make all the healthy processors reach a consensus if m ≤≤≤≤ (n-d-3)/2. 

Proof: (1) Consensus: If a healthy processor comes up with a number as the majority value of 

vector [v1, v2, …, vn], then all the healthy processors should derive the 

same majority value. By Corollary 1, all the healthy processors compute 

and take the same value MAJi to be the initial value of processor Pi 

respectively for all i if m ≤ (n-d-3)/2 after two rounds of message 

exchange. By our protocol DFDC, all the healthy processors agree on the 

majority value of vector [v1, …, vi, …, vn] = majority value of vector 

[MAJ1, …, MAJi, …, MAJn], and then all the healthy processors will 

come to the same majority value because the MAJi computed by every 

healthy processor is the same. 

Validity: If processor Pi is healthy and its initial value is vi, then the i-th element to 

be agreed on in the common value should be vi. 

By Corollary 1, for all the healthy processors, the value MAJi should be 

equal to the initial value v of processor Pi respectively for all i if m ≤ 

(n-d-3)/2. Because the value MAJi is the i-th element of the vector 

[MAJ1, …, MAJi, …, MAJn] computed by all the healthy processors, the 

common value should be the majority value of vector [MAJ1, …, 

MAJi, …, MAJn]. � 
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Theorem 2: Each value ℜℜℜℜjk in the same row of T_FDMAT should be the same value, if not, then 

the communication medium between processor Pj and processor Pk is faulty, for 1 ≤≤≤≤ 

j,k ≤≤≤≤ n. 

Proof: By Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, the theorem is proved. 

 

Lemma 3: All the dormant communication media can be detected and located by all the 

healthy processors. 

Proof: By Corollary 1, the value MAJi of [MAJ1, …, MAJi, …, MAJn] is the initial value of 

processor Pi respectively for every healthy processor Pi if m ≤ (n-d-3)/2. And by 

Corollary 2, the value ℜjk at row j of T_FDMAT should be equal to the value vj received 

from processor Pk after the first round of message exchange, for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ n. And, each 

healthy processor can detect dormant faults if the protocol appropriately encodes 

transmitted messages by using the Manchester code [9] before transmission. Hence, if the 

value ℜjk of T_FDMAT is λ, that implies the communication medium between processor 

Pj and processor Pk is in dormant fault. � 

 

Lemma 4: The malicious communication media can be detected and located by all the healthy 

processors. 

Proof:  By Corollary 1, the value MAJi of [MAJ1, …, MAJi, …, MAJn] is the initial value of 

processor Pi respectively for every healthy processor Pi if m ≤ (n-d-3)/2. And by 

Corollary 2, the value ℜjk at row j of T_FDMAT should be equal to the value vj received 

from processor Pk after the first round of message exchange, for 1 ≤ j,k ≤ n. So, Each 

value of ℜjk at the row j should be the same, if the value of ℜjk is not the majority value of 

row j and also not the value “λ”, then the link between processor Pj and processor Pk is in 

malicious fault.� 

 

Theorem 3: DFDC can make all the healthy processors detect/locate a common set of faulty 

components if the components fail during the reaching of the consensus. 

Proof: By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, Theorem 3 can be proved. � 

 

Theorem 4: DFDC can solve the FDA problem.  

Proof: (1) Agreement: By Theorem 3, the requirements can be met by protocol DFDC. 

(2) Fairness: A faulty component will falsify a message at least in the first round or in 
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the second round, which will emerge as results in T_FDMAT. That 

means the faulty communication media shall be detected as fault-free by 

any fault-free processor through comparing ℜjk. On the other hand, if a 

healthy component is falsely detected as faulty by any healthy processor, 

which means the related ℜjk is different from the original value of the 

healthy component. It contradicts the definition of a healthy component. 

� 

 

5. Conclusion 

Traditionally, the consensus problem has been solved with the assumptions that the fallible 

components are processors only and the failure type of the faulty components is malicious only. As a 

result, some of the innocent processors are mistakenly treated as faulty components; some faulty 

components that act in a fixed pattern are also mistakenly taken for malicious components. Furthermore, 

most previously released protocols cannot detect and locate the faulty components. However, the FDA 

problem is also an important topic. For example, the reliability of the life-critical distributed system is 

especially important to avoid the influence from faulty components. All the healthy processors in the 

life-critical distributed system should reach a common agreement to cope with the faulty components, 

tolerating/detecting/locating the faulty components or simply eliminating the faulty components so as to 

ensure the performance and integrity of the life-critical system. Hence, we revisit the consensus problem 

with dual failure mode in a synchronous unreliable distributed network, and our new protocol can 

tolerate/detect/locate the faulty components in the network. 

In Table 1, we have summarized the previous results of consensus protocol. In Yan and Chin’s 

protocol FLINK [23] , the consensus problem can be solved with the malicious faulty communication 

media, but it cannot tolerate the maximum number of faulty communication media when faulty 

components with dormant faults exist in the network. In addition, the FLINK cannot solve the FDA 

problem. In Yan, Wang and Chin’s protocol DLINK [24] , the consensus problem can be solved with the 

dual failure mode on communication media, but it still remains unsolved FDA problem. In Wang and 

Yan’s protocol PFDA [21] , the consensus problem and FDA problem can be solved with the dual failure 

mode on communication media. In Table 2, we also compare the number of rounds of message exchange 

with PFDA and our DFDC. Both PFDA and DFDC need two rounds of message exchange to achieve 

consensus. However, with PFDA, two rounds of message exchange are needed for achieving FDA, but, 

with DFDC, only one round of message exchange is needed for achieving FDA. Hence, DFDC is more 

efficient than PFDA.  
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That is, the new protocol DFDC can solve the consensus problem with the dual failure mode in a 

fallible network, and DFDC only needs two rounds of message exchange to reach the consensus and only 

needs one additional round (the third-round of message exchange) to detect and locate the maximum 

number of faulty communication media, where m ≤ (n-d-3)/2. 

 

Table 1. The Comparison of Previous Works with DFDC 

 Failure Types Capability 

 Malicious Dormant Dual Failure 

Modes 

Achieving 

Consensus  

Achieving Fault Diagnosis 

Agreement (FDA) 

FLINK [23]  ◆   ◆  

DLINK[24]  ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆  

PFDA [21]  ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ 

DFDC ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ 

 

 

Table 2. The Comparison of Wang and Yan’s protocol with DFDC 

 The number of rounds needed 

 Achieving consensus Achieving Fault Diagnosis 

Agreement (FDA) 

Total 

PFDA [21]  2 2 4 

DFDC 2 1 3 
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Appendix Manchester Encoding 

Manchester encoding is a synchronous clock encoding technique used by the OSI physical layer to 

encode the clock and data of a synchronous bit stream. In this technique, the actual binary data to be 

transmitted over the cable are not sent as a sequence of logic 1's and 0's. Instead, the bits are translated 

into a slightly different format that has a number of advantages over using straight binary encoding [9] . 

The rules of Manchester encoding are shown as Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The rubles of Manchester encoding 

Original Data Value Sent 

Logic 0 0 to 1 (upward transition at bit center) 

Logic 1 1 to 0 (downward transition at bit center) 

 

Figure 8 shows a typical Manchester encoded signal with the corresponding binary representation of 

the data (1,0,1,0,0,0) being sent. 

 

Bit boundaries  

Figure 8. The waveform for a Manchester encoded bit stream carrying the sequence of bits 101000 

 

In the Manchester encoding shown, logic 0 is indicated by a 0 to 1 (upward transition at bit center) 

transition at the center of the bit and logic 1 is indicated by a 1 to 0 (downward transition at bit center) 

transition at the center of the bit. 
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Due to a crash fault happens when a component is broken, so the component would not send any 

signal to the receiver processor. A stuck-at fault happens when the signal from a certain communication 

medium is always constant. Therefore, a healthy processor can detect the crash fault and stuck-at fault by 

the faulty components if the protocol encodes a transmitted message by Manchester code before 

transmission. 


